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POLIC'lNG AND CALL ADMISSION PROBLEMS IN ATM NElWORKS 

P. Castelli. E. Cavallero. A. Tonietti 

CSELT Via G. Reiss Romoli 274 10148 - TORINO - Italy 

The paper presents an analysis of the two control problems which can be identified in ATM networks. i.e. Call Admission and Source 
Policing. Regarding the Call Admission problem. we assume that it is possible to evaluate separately cell scale losses and burst scale 
losses. the first one being the object of the buffer dimensioning problem. the second one concerning the call admission control. In 
the paper we evaluate a simple procedure for the call admission problem. based on a characterization of the traffic by two parame
ters: the peak bit rate and the burstiness. Regarding the Source Policing problem, we present an analysis of the "Leaky Bucket" 
device. based on a fluid flow approximation. The conclusions are that. while the Leaky Bucket can easily control the peak bit rate. 
difficulties arise in controlling the mean bit rate (because of the long time required) and the burst duration (because of the poor 
selectivity). Moreover the burst length distribution has a strong influence on the performance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The characteristics of service independence and flexibility of ATM 
networks make the control problems of such networks very critical. 

In the conventional circuit switched telephone networks. the control 
of the traffic flow is performed at call set-up. accepting or rejecting 
the call attempts. During the call the flow is not controlled. because 
a fix amount of resources (a telephone channel) is assigned to each 
call. In packet switched networks. instead, a window mechanism 
controls the packets flowing during the call. 

Window flow control mechanisms of traditional packet switched net
works are not well suited to the real time services, at the speeds en
visaged for the B-1 SON network. Therefore the only way to cope 
with the congestion control problem appears to be the reservation of 
resources at each call set-up. coupled with a control that each call 
behaves. during the connection. in accordance with the parameters 
declared at call set-up. As a conclusion. two control problems can be 
identified in ATM networks: 

- Call Admission 

- Source Policing 

The relevance of these problems depends by the characteristics of 
the offered traffic. The most critical situation regards the control of 
bursty on/off sources. So in the paper we assume for each source the 
arrival pattern presented in fig. 1. Each burst has a duration Z (ran
dom variable) and a bit rate of b bitls (peak bit rate). The duration of 
the inactive (silence) period is the random variable L. 
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Fig.1 - The arrival process from an on/off source 

The source is characterized by the following set of parameters: 

- the peak (burst) bit rate [b] 

- the mean burst duration rh] 

- the mean silence duration [k] 

- the source burstiness [13 = (h + k)/h] 

- the mean source bit rate [m EO b. h/(h + k)] 

- the mean cycle duration [c .. h + k] 

- the mean burst length [t '"" b· h] 

As numerical examples. three patterns will be considered in the pa
per. corresponding to a "Packet Voice" service [3]. a "Still Picture" 
service [4] and a "High Speed Data" service. The servicesarecharac
terized by the parameters shown in tab. 1. 

PAR. PACKET STILL HIGH SPEED 
VOICE PICTURE DATA 

b 64 kbps 2 Mbps 10 Mbps 

h 0.35 s 0.5s 0.013 s 

k 0.65 s 11 s 0.117 s 

m 22.4 kbps 87 kbps 1 Mbps 

13 2.86 23 10 

t 22.4 kb 1 Mb 130 Mb 

lab.l - Characteristics of the considered services 

Moreover. in the numerical examples, we consider a channel with a 
capacity V ... 150 Mbps and a cell size of (48 + 5) bytes. In the section 
2 of the paper we compare some models for the performance evalua
tion of an ATM channel loaded by on/off bursty sources. Section 3 
and section 4 are devoted to the problems of Call Admission and 
Source Policing. respectively. 

2. PERFORMANCE MODELS 

Following the hierarchical approach adopted by several authors [6. 
8. 10. 11]. the behaviour of on/off bursty sources can be described at 
three different levels. each one with a particular time scale and deal
ing with only some aspects of the network control problem: 

- Cell Level: has a typical time scale of mill i-seconds and deals 

with the Buffer Dimensioning problem. 

- Burst Level: has a typical time scale of seconds and mainly 
deals with the Call Admission problem. 

- Call level: has a typical time scale from seconds to hours and 
mainly deals with the Link Dimensioning problem. 
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Due to the different time scales involved, each level should be ana
lysed separately. using different analytical models. 

2.1. Cell Level 

At the cell level we may model the arrival process due to a single 
source as a continuous stream, on the basis of the average bit rate 
only. This approximation is reasonable when the following two con
ditions hold: 

- The buffer capacity is small and the peak bit rates of the connec
tions are small enough. so that the probability of having two cells 
of the same connection in the buffer is small. 

- The overload probability. due to an excessive number of bursts 
transferred at the same time, is negligible. 

In this situation. the queue behaviour is related to the probability of 
simultaneous arrival of cells from different sources and can be ap
proximated by a discrete time Bemoulli (finite n umber of sources) or 
Poisson process. The resulting queueing model is well-known and 
~as solved for limited buffer and deterministic service time in [12]. 
The cell loss probability mainly depends on the mean offered load 
and. in a minor degree. on the number of sources, but it has very 
little sensitivity to the mixture of different kind of sources. There
fore a generic mixture of sources can be approximated with an homo
geneous process by matching the global mean offered load p and the 
global number of sources N as suggested in [10]. Fig.2 shows some 
numerical results which refer to a mix of voice and data sources on a 
link of 150 Mbps. The validity of this model is limited to low buffer 
capacity and. in this area. its accuracy is satisfactory. 
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Fig.2- Cell Loss Probability versus buffer capacity for a mix of 840 
voice sources and 18 data sources (Global offered load 
p=0.271) 

2.2. Burst Level 

At the burst level the queue behaviour is mainly related to the num
ber x of bursts transmitted at the same time. A great number of au
thors [2. 7. 8. 9] suggest the fluid flow approximation as a suitable 
tool for analysing this level. proposing models of various degree of 
complexity. In the next subsections we evaluate a modified version of 
the general fluid flow approximation. which requires a big computa
tional effort. and a very simple binomial approximation which can be 
suitable when the buffer capacity is low. 

2.2.1. General Fluid Flow Approximation 

Following the Fluid Flow Approximation, we suppose that the infor
mation arrives uniformly during a burst and that the server removes 
the information from the queue in the same manner. This results in 
a Markov process {X(t). yet)}. where X(t) is the number of active 

sources and yet) is the queue length. Differential equations can be 
derived forthe stationary distnbution of {X(t). Y (t)} [2]. leading to a 
system of (N + 1) equations. if N is the number of the homogeneous 
sources. 

In r2] an analytical solution has been found for the case with unlimit
ed buffer. while in [9] a numerical solution is suggested for the case 
with limited buffer. 

Both approaches require a big computational effort and a large 
amount of memory. when N increases and also the numerical stabil
ity is critical. These problems are pointed out in [9] and the author 
suggests to exclude from the model all the states with probability 
lower than a given threshold (10-5 in the paper). 

We suggest to operate a further reduction in the number of the states 
by grouping them. Usually a great number of states corresponds to un
derload situations. which are not very relevant for the cell loss probabil
ity computation. Furthermore. from the Markov chain theory. it turns 
out that all these states correspond to positive eigenvalues which. for 
the stability of the system. are associated to null residuals. Thus we can 
expect that the accunt<.:y of the model will not be very sensitive to the 
details used for modelling the underload region. 

The results presented in fig.3 are computed by grouping together all 
the states corresponding to the underload situations. The figure shows 
the behaviour of the cell loss probability versus the buffer capacity on a 
150 Mbps link. when the load is offered by still picture sources 
(N ... 1210. p ""' 0.619) or high speed data sources (N = 68. 
p=0.500). 

It can be noticed that the validity of this model is limited to high val
ues of the buffer capacity ( Q > 100 ). For lower values of Q. the "cell 
level" phenomena are predominant and any kind of "burst level" 
analysis results inadequate. 
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Fig.3- Cell Loss Probability versus buffer capacity for different 
classes of sources multiplexed on a 150 Mbps link 

2.2.2. Binomial Fluid Flow Approximation 

According to the general fluid flow approximation the cell loss prob
ability is a function of the ratio between the buffer capacity and the 
average number of cells sent during a burst. If this ratio is much less 
than 1 it can be supposed that no buffering is effective at the burst 
level and that all the cells in excess are lost when the instantaneous 
offered load is greater than 1. 

This approximation has been carried on in [7, 8. 10]. leading to a sim
ple expression of the cell loss probability as a weigthed convolution 
of BemoulLi distributions: 



(1) 

(Lxt'bt)/V 

Q~ (L(Xt'bt/!3t»V 

and Nj, Xi. bi.~i. are the global number of sources. the number of ac
tive sources. the peak bit rate and the burstiness of class i sources. 

Obviously the resulting cell loss probability does not depend either 
on the buffer capacity or on the burst length. Therefore the source is 
fully described through only two parameters: the peak rate and the 
burstiness factor. 

This model is equivalent to the previous one. computed for Q = O. 
Because of its simplicity it will be used in section 3 as the basis for a 
call admission rule. 

2.3. A Hierarchical Model 

In the previous sections we have seen that cell and burst level analy
ses give accurate results in different ranges of the buffer capacity. 
Particularly the cell level analysis holds for low buffer capacity while 
the burst level analysis holds for high buffer capacity. 

Following [11]. we can arrange together these two levels into a hier
archical model keeping into account both effects. We can imagine 
the loss system as a series of two stages: 

- The first stage models the burst level; it receives the original arrival 
process and acts as a filter for the second stage. It allows to pass 
through only a fraction 1- B(burst) of the arrival process. B(burst) is 
the cell loss probability at burst level and can be evaluated by the 
Huid How Approximation presented in section 2.2.1. 

- The second stage models the cell level. The cell loss probability 
here can be evaluated by the Bernoulli approximation presented 
in section 2.1. 

Thus the global cell loss probability can be approximated as: 

B = B(burst) + [1- B(burst»)"B(cell) (2) 

If B(burst) is small. as it should be in the practical cases. we mayap
proximate (2) by simply adding the two components: 

B = B(burst) + B(cell) (3) 

This model is valid either for low or high buffer capacity. Fig.4 shows 
the results for the same traffic configurations presented in section 2.2.1. 
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Fig.4 - Cell Loss Probability versus buffer capacity for different 
classes of sources multiplexed on a 150 Mbps link 
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It can be noticed that the cell loss probability tends to be overesti
mated. especially for low value of the buffer capacity; nevertheless 
the overall accuracy can be considered satisfactory. 

3. CALL ADMISSION RULES 

In this section we apply the previous analyses to the problems of buffer 
dimensioning and call admission control. More specifically. we consider 
a scenario in which the buffer can be dimensioned on the basis of the 
cell level analysis of section 2.1. while the call admission rule can be 
based on the simple burst level analysis of section 2.2.2. 

In the ATM network the quality of service imply constraints not only 
on the cell loss probability. but also on the cell delay and jitter. 
Therefore very large buffers can not be introduced. So the buffer 
should be dimensioned only to keep negligible the cell level losses. 
while the burst level losses should be kept under control by limiting 
the offered load with an appropriate call admission rule. 

When a connection request arrives. knowing the present status of the 
link (number of already accepted calls of each type). the decision if the 
call can be accepted or not can be taken by evaluating the formula (1) 
for the new state and testing if B < lO-9 . The only parameters of inter
est are: the link capacity. peak rate and burstiness for each service. 

For buffer dimensioningwe need to ktiow the mean offered load in 
the most critical (but still allowed) case. that is when the link is fully 
occupied by the service with the lowest burstiness. We may apply the 
formula (1) for computing the maximum number of admissible 
sources N in this case. The buffer will be dimensioned by imposing 
that the cell loss probability at cell level will be negligible (as an ex
ample. B < lO-1O). 

Due to the fact of neglecting the presence of the buffer in the call 
admission rule. we expect an underutilization of the link capacity. 
especially if the load is mainly due to sources with short burst dura
tion. This loss of efficiency has been evaluated by comparing the 
maximum number of sources admissible according to the proposed 
call admission rule. to that ones keeping into account the buffer ca
pacity. This has been done for different services and for different 
values of the buffer capacity Q. The results are shown in tab. 2. The 
value Q .. 150 corresponds to a cell loss probability equal to to- lO• 

when all the load is offered by voice sources. 

It can be noticed that only for data sources. which have a relatively 
short burst duration. an appreciable improvement can be obtained 
by keeping into account the buffer capacity. 

BUFFER PACKET STILL HI. SPEED 
CAPAC. VOICE PICTURE DATA 

N 5553 765 23 
0 P 0.915 0.489 0.221 

N 5559 775 28 
150 p 0.923 0.496 0.206 

% + 0.8 + 1.3 + 21.7 

N 5641 786 34 
500 p 0.933 0.503 0.250 

% + 1.6 + 2.7 + 47.8 

N 5679 798 40 
lOOO P 0.940 0.511 0.331 

% + 2.3 + 4.3 + 73.9 

Thb.2 - Efficiency evaluation of the call admission rule based on the 
binomial fluid flow approximation 
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4. SOURCE POLICING: lHE LEAKY BUCKET 

The policing function regards the monitoring the attributes of each 
virtual connection in order to check that the traffic parameters are 
within the limits agreed during the call set-up. This is necessary for 
avoiding that a not-controlled call can heavily delay or even destroy 
the cells of other calls. So the policing function is mainly to protect 
the Quality of Service of accepted connections. 

Among the methods assumed for policing the ATM networks. the 
Leaky Bucket [1] is the most popular. In this section an analysis of 
the Leaky Bucket performance is presented. The delay jitter intro
duced by a possible multiplexing of sources inside the customer 
premises network is not considered. 

The Leaky Bucket corresponds to a counter which is incremented 
each time a cell is generated by the source and is decremented peri
odically with a suitable leaky rate. A cell arriving when the counter 
has reached a given threshold M is dropped (or marked as an excess 
cell. according some proposal [5]). Each active virtual connection 
has its own counter. As shown in fig.5. no cell is actually queued and 
the stream of accepted cells is not altered by the device. The control 
parameters of the Leaky Bucket are two: the leaky rate a and the 
counter threshold M in bits. 
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Fig.5 - The Leaky Bucket as a policing device 

The Leaky Bucket can be analysed as a GID11/M queue with finite 
waiting room M and the arrival process depicted in fig.1. But the 
complexity of the arrival pattern brings only to numerical solutions 
for the system performance. An alternative approach is presented in 
the next section: the "Fluid Flow Approximation". By comparison 
with the exact model. it is shown in [14] that the accuracy of the fluid 
flow approach can be considered sufficient for practical purposes. 

4.1. The Fluid Flow Approach 

According to the Fluid Flow Approximation [2]. the bit flow is con
sidered as a continous variable (fig.6). Y and X are the continous 
buffer states in the istants where two consecutive bursts arrive. We 
begin considering an infinite buffer. 
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Fig.6 - The fluid flow approximation 

During the burst. whose duration is Z, the buffer state grows at rate: 
b' - (b-a)bitls. After the burst. during the inactivity period ofdura
tion L. the buffer state decreases at the rate of a bit/s. At the instants 

of burst beginning. the buffer state is a Markov chain, described by 
the equation: 

X=-[ Y + b' Z - a L ] + 

We consider only the case a < b. otherways the buffer is always 
empty. Introducing the distribution functions: 

F(x) - distribution function of X - P[X < x] 

Fz(x) - distribution function of Z 

FL(X) - distribution function of L 

f(x) - density function ... dF/dx 

F(x) - complementary distribution function "" 1 - F(x) 

the following integral equation holds. in stationary conditions: 

X (x-y)/b' 

F(x) ff(y) dy . f fz(z)dz + 
0 0 

x 

+ f f(y)dy f f(z) 'PdY + b'z - X]dz + 
a 

0 (x-y)/b' 

00 

+ f f(y)dy . f fz(z) 'PdY + ~'z - X]dz 

o 0 

(4) 

Using the Laplace transforms L(s) of the buffer state density func
tion and Lz(s) of the burst duration density. we obtain: 

1 
-L (s) 
s 

1 
- L (s) 'Lz(sb') + 
s 

+ a f f(y) 

o 
(y+ b'z)/a 

00 

e-sy dy . f fz(z) . e-sb'z dz . 

o 

f FL(W)' esaw dw 

o 

(5) 

The solution of the integral equation (5) depends on the distribution 
of the inactive period L. Even if solutions can be obtained with more 
general distributions. the simplest case is to assume for L an expo
nential function. Setting: 

A.2 = l/(a . k) 

we have: 

(6) 

where r is a constant. to be determined by the probability normaliz
ing condition. 

We consider now the case of a buffer with a limited capacity of M 
bits. This is the interesting case for the Leaky Bucket policing mech
anism. The buffer content cannot exceed M: if more bits arrive. an 
overflow or loss situation occurs (fig.6). In stationary conditions. tak
ing into account the possibilities of buffer saturation. an integral 



equation similar to (4) is derived. As before. assuming an exponen
tial distribution for the inactivity period L and introducing the La
place tC'dnsforms. we obtain, for the integral equation the same solu
tion (6), as in the case of infinite buffer. 

Now the simplest case of an exponential distribution even for the 
burst duration Z is considered. Setting: 

,1.1 = l/(b'h) 

we obtain from (6) 

8 + ,1.1 
L (8) = r A. A. 

8 + 1- 2 
(7) 

Inverting the Laplace transform, we have the probability density 
function of the buffer state: 

f(x) = r[ <5 (x) + ,1.2 • e-(AI-A2)x] 

where 8(x) is the Dirac impulse function. 
The normalizing condition gives the constant r. 

(8) 

Finally. the ratio of lost bits over the total number of bits is given by: 

B 

B 

M 

b' f bh fry) dy . 

o 

b-a 
b 

f M-y 
(z--b'-) . fz(z) dz 

(M-y)/b' (9) 

B can be assumed as the cell loss probability in the Leaky Bucket. 

Any burst length distribution can be considered in (6): particularly 
simple is to assume a Phase lYpe distribution. For example. the cell 
loss probability for a 2-stage Erlang distribution is simply given by: 

r (al - ,1.1) e-a2M - (a2 - ,1.1) e-a2M 
B = -- . ~:....-~---..>..-::'--.....::..:....--

,1.lbh ala 2 
(10) 

where Q1 and Q2 are functions of A1 and A2 . 

4.2. Selectivity of the Leaky Bucket 

The Leaky Bucket can be considered as a device pedorming a statis
tical test on the cells offered to the network. The test hypothesis is 
that the parameters b.h,k of the burst arrivals are within the limits 
agreed during the call set-up (b~o. h=:;ho. k~ko). An ideal loss 
curve can be defined for the policing function. taking into account 
two requirements. namely: 

1) when the test hypothesis is true (a well behaving source). no cell 
loss should be introduced by the policing device: 

2) in case the test hypothesis is false (a source exceeding the agreed 
parameters). all cells should be discarted or marked. 

This ideal behaviour cannot be reached by the real policing devices. 
Anyway. the performance of a policing mechanism can be judged 
plotting the loss probability B as a function of the parameters of the 
arrival process. The device is good if the loss probability is low when 
the test hypothesis is true and the loss probability is high when the 

test hypothesis is false. 

In the Leaky Bucket case. we can vary the characteristics of the test 
adjusting the two control parameters: the buffer capacity M and the 
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leaky rate a. If a is fixed. the buffer capacity M can be determined 
imposing a loss probability B when the burst parameters are the 
nominal ones: b = bo.h - ho.k'" ko. 

Many are the source parameters which should be controlled and 
some of these can be varied by the user in different ways. For sake of 
simplicity we have analysed the five user behaviours shown in tab.3. 

CASE MAIN CONSTANS CONTROL 
VARIABLE REGIONS 

A b h. k. c.13 a~mo.bo 

B h k. b a ~mO 

C k h. b. t a~mO 

D f3 m. c, t a~bo 

E c m.b.f3 ? 

Thb.3 - User behaviours 

In case A. Band C the peak bit rate. the mean burst duration and the 
mean silence period are varied one at a time. In case D. the peak bit 
rate is varied toghether with the burst duration. in a way that the 
mean bit rate is kept constant. In case E. the burst and the silence 
durations are varied in the same proportion: so the mean bit rate is 
kept constant. The main content of the tab.3 is represented by the 
"Control Regions".i.e. the regions of the leaky rate a where the 
Leaky Bucket selectivity is good for each user behaviour. We derived 
these indications by examining the shape of the cell loss curve as a 
function of the source parameters. for each value of the leaky rate a. 
An example is presented in fig.7: the control region is obviously a ~ m 
(where the curve is more steep). 
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Fig.7 - The cell loss B as a function of the mean burst duration hlho 
for the "Still Picture" service (case B) 

4.3. Effectiveness of the Leaky Bucket 

From the analysis summarised in tab.3. we conclude that the Leaky 
Bucket parameters should be established as a function of the source 
characteristics to be controlled. 
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Here we consider the three scenarios. corresponding to the control 
of the more natural parameters for a bursty source, i.e. the peak bit 
rate. the mean bit rate and the burst duration. 

In all scenarios the problem of dimensioning the Leaky Bucket can 
be approached imposing the following conditions: 

1) for a given set of nominal source parameters bo,ho.ko. the loss 
probability B shall be ~ Bo; 

2) for a given set of the source parameters Pi. the loss probability B 
shall be ~ B: 

For example. the peak bit rate is varied in the cases A and D of tab.3. 
So. for controlling the peak bit rate. we can impose a minimum loss 
B. when the peak bit rate exeeds a threshold PI = bl (case A) and 
when the burstiness exeeds a threshold P2 = /31 (case D). 

The results obtained for the services of tab.1 and for two distribu
tions of the burst length (exponential and 2-stage Erlang) are shown 
in tab.4. It is interesting to note that no solution can be obtajned, 
when controlling the mean bit rate. in case of the packet voice ser
vice. for 2-stage Erlang distribution. The same happens in control
ling the burst duration. in any situation. 

CONTROL OF -+ PEAK BIT RATE MEAN BIT RATE 

BURST DISTR. -+ EXP 2-ERL EXP 2-ERL 

PACKET albo 0.97 0.99 0.40 NOT 

VOICE M/to 0.47 0.09 55.75 FEASIB. 

STILL albo 0.98 0.99 0.06 0.05 

PICTURE M/to 0.43 0.09 71.54 206.20 

HIGH SP. albo 0.97 0.99 0.13 0.10 

DATA M/to 0.44 0.09 67.72 316.91 

Thb.4 - Leaky Bucket parameters (Bo "" 1O-9.BI = O.l.pj/po = 1.5) 

From the numerical results presented in tab.4. the following conclu
sions can be drawn: 

1) The peak bit rate can be easily controlled setting the leaky rate a 
near to the peak rate. The resulting bucket length M is small. 

2) For controlling the mean bit rate. the leaky rate a shall be set 
near to the source mean bit rate. As a consequence. the bucket 
results rather long. This implies long response times during 
which the network can be flooded by cells which should be 
dropped. 

3) The burst duration cannot be efficiently controlled by the Leaky 
Bucket. 

4) The performance of the Leaky Bucket depends strongly by the 
burst length distribution. 
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